


benvenuti
a place where every spot has a story to tell or a secret to reveal…





La Cocumella is the 
oldest hotel in the 
Sorrento peninsula.

This marvelous garden 
which reaches to the 
sea, was Residence of 
the Jesuit priests from 
1637 up to 1777 when 
it became first a guest-
house and eventually a 
hotel.

A careful and masterful 
restoration project by the 
architect Nino del Papa 
transformed it into the 
enchanting “oasis of the 
peninsula” it is today.

The ancient cloister 
and church, its elegant 
rooms, the silence of its 
gardens, the spectacular 
terrace and suggestive 
coves that descend 
to the sea, have all 
welcomed in more 
than 200 years the most 
illustrious travelers of 
the Grand Tour – from 
Goethe to Mary Shelley 
to Hans Christian 
Andersen and Sigmund 
Freud – and conserve to 
this day the wonders and 
the precious heritage of 
the history and art of all 
times.

from 1777



... the memory of the ancient Jesuit convent  
coexists with today’s facilities and introduces guests  
to fascinating places of the past…

history 



welcome
… the atmosphere of the ancient Jesuit residence,  
its discreet and quiet interior, mingle with  
the Mediterranean style and the standards  
of contemporary hospitality…







… the rooms at La Cocumella are all different.
48 rooms: Classic, Deluxe , Junior Suites and Suites

with sea view, garden view or citrus grove view…

atmosphere











… a silent garden with shady vine-trellises, bright lawns  
and a precious, ancient collection of local and exotic essences…

nature



relax
… the swimming pool surrounded by lush gardens  
and the terraces on the sea, perfect for conciliatory breaks…



wellness
… pleasant moments at the gym, at the tennis court or at the Suite Spa…



…the picturesque passage carved in the rock to reach the sea,   
and the exclusive private solarium facing the Gulf of Naples…

horizons



…the ketch Vera, one of the most exclusive  
and ancient ships sailing the Mediterranean,  
ready to set sail on long or short cruise adventures 

waves



… the eclectic and varied cuisine  
of La Cocumella: the Agrumeto  

for delicious breakfast in the shade of  
the orange trees, Scintilla surrounded  

by the serenity of the garden, Coku,  
a different dining experience with  

innovative Mediterranean Japanese  
fusion cuisine…

tastes











… perfect days  
for unforgettable moments…

moments



… La Cocumella is a strategic point of departure for journeys toward 
Naples, the islands of the Gulf, the archaeological sites of the coast…

… arrivederci!

beyond…



48 rooms
Century old park
Church
Restaurants  
Gourmet 
Mediterranean cuisine  
Fusion

Sea-side Solarium
Swimming pool
Tennis court
Gym
Tall ship Vera for 
day trips & private 
charters

Fitness centre
Sauna
Turkish bath
Jacuzzi

member of

LA COCUMELLA
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via Cocumella 7 · 80065 
Sorrento [NA] Italy · Amalfi Coast 

t +39 081 878 29 33 · f +39 081 878 37 12 
www.cocumella.com · info@cocumella.com

LA COCUMELLA


